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Ensuring justice for all, no matter one’s income...

ABLE and LAWO represent clients and groups of people living in poverty in civil (non-criminal) legal matters. We are committed to protecting the rights of people with much at stake and nowhere else to turn. Through litigation and other advocacy, we prevent homelessness, domestic abuse, and discrimination and improve opportunities for education, housing, employment, and access to health care and public benefits for people living in poverty in 32 counties in western Ohio. ABLE represents immigrants and refugees throughout Ohio. In all cases, LAWO and ABLE work to address the root causes of poverty by seeking systemic solutions.

Without legal aid, thousands of people would go without legal help when they need it.
In 2018, ABLE and LAWO expanded their initiatives to reach more people where they are — in their neighborhoods and community spaces — strengthening clients’ ability to overcome legal barriers to wellbeing.

We served 19,622 individuals in 2018. We also helped people solve issues negatively affecting large numbers of people living in poverty:

- In Dayton, ABLE attorneys provided the legal foundation for the Gem City Market located in a neighborhood where large commercial grocers pulled out, leaving few fresh food options. With support from local foundations, government, banks, and individuals, residents will have a say in its future: more than 50% of the worker-owned co-op grocery’s board is made up of neighborhood residents.

- In Toledo, ABLE and LAWO worked together to reach people through on-site legal help at the Toledo Municipal Court. LAWO staff assisted hundreds of people in 383 eviction and consumer debt cases, giving families a chance to sustain housing and economic stability when wrongfully sued.

- Toledo’s Junction Coalition found help when a legal aid community lawyering project connected the neighborhood with Fifth Third Bank around community reinvestment plans. The relationship resulted in redevelopment in a neighborhood that has seen disinvestment, redlining, and long-time segregation practices. Now, other banks are investing in the project, too.

- When workplace immigration raids hit Sandusky early one June morning, ABLE helped families separated from spouses and children that evening. They worked with community groups to arrange a clinic where affected families could speak with Consulates from their countries of origin and learn where their spouses and other family members were being held in detention, sometimes in other states. ABLE worked to uphold their rights and to reunite families that were torn apart.

With your support, LAWO and ABLE continue to reach people where they are – to make their legal rights a reality and make a difference in their lives. For that, we say thank you!

Janet Hales
ABLE Executive Director

Kevin Mulder
LAWO Executive Director
LAWO and ABLE represent tens of thousands of people living in poverty each year. We help them remove obstacles that keep them from moving forward in their lives. And when we get to the root of the problem, we can help solve the bigger problems they face — lack of access to medical treatment, vulnerability to fraud, neglect, and abuse, failed systems that were designed to protect immigrant children, lack of affordable housing.

Making Hepatitis C Treatment Available Earlier
People who suffered from chronic Hepatitis C were finally able to obtain curative treatment earlier. ABLE attorneys testified before agency committees, met with legislators, and engaged in other advocacy that prompted the Ohio Department of Medicaid to decrease to 0 the fibrosis score requirements for Medicaid approval of direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) so treatment can begin before organs are damaged. Hepatitis C medications can cure over 90% of chronically infected individuals, saving lives and allowing people to return to work and care for their families.

Protecting Seniors
In 2018, LAWO developed an innovative program — the Plan Ahead & Protect Yourself Series for Seniors — to empower seniors with the legal information and documents they need to avoid life-altering complications. The series offers seniors a variety of classes providing legal information in a format — including print, audio, visual, and audio-visual — best suited to the senior. The information is presented through both fixed site classes and a virtual classroom. In many cases, seniors are able to obtain appropriate follow-up services, including the preparation of legal documents, to protect their interests. The ability to gain information on health care, safety, finances and asset protection, and estate planning and to obtain health care advance directives, powers of attorney, and estate planning documents is critical to preventing abuse, exploitation, and neglect and to maintaining a quality of life.

Safeguarding Unaccompanied Immigrant Children
In early 2018, after spending years representing children who had entered the U.S. without parents, an ABLE attorney was invited by Senator Rob Portman to testify before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Senate, Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee. On April 26, 2018, the ABLE attorney delivered her written and oral testimony and responded to questions during a hearing entitled “Oversight of HHS and DHS Efforts to Protect Unaccompanied Alien Children from Human Trafficking and Abuse.” Having legal protection often protects children from becoming trafficked and lost in the system set up to keep them safe. An engaged Senate panel questioned the ABLE attorney who explained the greater protections needed to prevent child trafficking.

Increasing Housing Options For Economically Disadvantaged People
ABLE, along with other Ohio legal aid programs, continued stakeholder meetings with policy staff of the Ohio Housing Finance Agency (OHFA) in 2018, resulting in changes to policies that increased housing opportunities for families with low to moderate incomes. Through the Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) program, OHFA awards tax credits to developers to subsidize the costs of construction or rehabilitation of housing developments that include affordable housing units. ABLE helped lead stakeholder meetings seeking revisions to the qualified allocation plan (QAP) and submitted testimony and written comments advocating to increase the number of family units in high-opportunity areas. In 2018, OHFA made changes to the QAP and allocated tax credits to new family housing in opportunity areas and expanded bedroom sizes to provide more family housing in new builds, which will increase opportunities for safe and affordable housing for families and seniors with low incomes.
ABLE and LAWO are bound together by a shared commitment to bring fairness and justice to our clients. Based on research assessed through a strategic planning process, the areas of practice listed here have been established to serve our clients. Our firms continue to seek justice for all and make a significant improvement in the lives of the people we help. We know that without us, many individuals and families living in poverty would go without legal assistance because they are unable to afford it. With your help, we can continue to stand up for their rights.

**Access To Health Care And Benefits**
Working to eliminate the barriers to employment and self-sufficiency for families struggling in poverty. Assisting clients with access to healthcare and in securing public benefits.

**Stability And Independence For Survivors**
Empowering domestic violence survivors to escape violence and create a safe and stable environment for themselves and their families through protective orders, access to housing and economic stability, and immigration assistance.

**Agricultural Workers & Immigrant Rights**
Protecting the legal rights of agricultural workers and immigrant families by addressing unfair or discriminatory employment practices and civil rights violations, including racial or ethnic profiling and protecting their rights in immigration proceedings.

**Meaningful Access To Education**

**Housing & Community Development**
Representing clients to prevent evictions and preserve safe, affordable, and healthy housing, and helping low-income communities’ access economic development opportunities. Preventing housing conditions that affect the social determinants of health.

**Access To Justice**
Informing and empowering low-income persons about legal rights and available resources and assistance through effective education and targeted outreach. Leveraging technology to make legal information, pro bono assistance, and pro se resources accessible.

---

**Building On Our Strengths**

---

**Martha Overcomes Challenge To Home Ownership**

*Martha resided in a home inherited from her parents. She had four siblings; each had been bequeathed a one-fifth interest in the home. Martha needed to make repairs to the home which she could not afford. An agency had advised Martha that it would not be able to make the repairs for her unless she was the sole owner of the property. Two of Martha’s sisters and her widowed sister-in-law transferred their interests to Martha. The remaining one-fifth interest had been owned by a brother who had died without leaving a will. The interest had passed to a nonrelative whom we could not locate. LAWO filed a Complaint to Quiet Title and secured a court order granting Martha a 100% interest in the property and marketable title. Now, the property is hers to keep.*

*The names of clients have been changed to protect their privacy.*
Nearly 20,000 people were provided legal assistance by attorneys and paralegals in 2018. Countless others received help from ABLE and LAWO through materials and information that appear on our website, pro bono legal assistance clinics, legal presentations, and trainings and continuing legal education presentations for lawyers. Our staff also visited homeless and domestic violence shelters, senior centers, health clinics, nursing homes and agricultural labor camps to make people aware of their legal rights.

*This does not include groups and organizations that received legal help.
This report is related to ABLE and LAWO’s operations budget and does not include revenue or expenses related to depreciation, the 50 Years of Fairness and Justice Campaign, the Campaign for the Center for Equal Justice, or the Legal Aid Foundation of Western Ohio.

### Support & Revenue

- **Other Grants & Contracts**: $5,720,125
- **Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation (OLAF)**: $3,561,526
- **Legal Services Corporation (LSC) (LAWO only)**: $3,442,391
- **Other Income**: $65,419
- **Miscellaneous Income and Gain on Investments**: $37,427
- **Fundraising & Special Events**: $33,258

Total: $12,850,146

Transfer to Reserves: ($306,563)

Total: $12,553,583

### Expenses & Expenditures

- **Compensation & Benefits**: $9,712,185
- **Operating Costs**: $1,850,406
- **Contract Services**: $445,689
- **Travel, Support & Training**: $263,510
- **Other**: $281,793

Total: $12,553,583
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LAWO Helped Joan And Her Children Find Safety

*Joan fled to Ohio with her young children fearful of the domestic violence that they endured in Georgia. She turned to LAWO for help. The children’s father had wielded a knife across Joan’s forearm while their three-year-old daughter watched. He had beaten their son, leaving him with a black eye and bruises on one ear and around his neck.

With the help of her attorney, Joan received a Civil Protection Order for five years restricting the abuser from engaging in violent and threatening behavior towards Joan and her minor children. The order also can be registered in the State of Georgia. Joan and her children hope to be safe from now on.

*The names of clients have been changed to protect their privacy.

ABLE Helps Veteran To Keep Medicaid Benefits

*Kevin, a 63-year-old veteran with severe health problems, feared he would lose Medicaid benefits that cover his ongoing medical treatment. He received notice that the Hancock County Department of Job and Family Services (JFS) was terminating his Medicaid benefits because he was receiving too much income. Also, Kevin was notified by the Veterans Administration (VA) that he had an overpayment of veterans’ benefits because he was receiving both Social Security and Veterans Administration payments at the same time. He had reported receipt of the Social Security benefits to the Veterans Administration, so he did not believe the overpayment was his fault.

An ABLE paralegal contacted the Hancock County Veterans Services Commission and secured a waiver of the overpayment for Kevin. To avoid losing Medicaid, Kevin needed to prove to JFS that his veteran’s benefits had been terminated, and that Social Security was his only income. ABLE obtained a copy of the termination notice from the VA and interceded with Hancock County JFS to avoid the cancellation of Medicaid. With ABLE’s help, Kevin retained his Medicaid benefits with no break in coverage and was able to continue receiving treatment for his medical conditions.

*The names of clients have been changed to protect their privacy.
We appreciate the generosity of individuals who give to the Justice for All Campaign. Your donations make it possible for us to serve thousands of people needing legal help to sustain themselves and achieve independence.
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Coach Jim Harbaugh, acclaimed coach of the University of Michigan Wolverines and an advocate of legal aid, was the keynote speaker at the Access to Justice Awards Ceremony and Dinner on May 10 at the SeaGate Convention Centre. Coach Harbaugh serves on the Legal Services Corporation’s (LSC) Leaders Council. LSC is the largest funding source of legal aid nonprofit law firms nationwide. Coach Harbaugh volunteered his time to raise awareness of the importance of ensuring equal access to our justice system to low-income Americans who otherwise cannot afford legal representation.

Also, three greater Toledo area individuals were honored for their outstanding service to disadvantaged people.

Gretchen DeBacker, Esq., received the Public Interest Law Award for her long-term dedication to providing legal services to underserved people, including as founder of the Sisters in Law program of Mom’s House. The program engages nearly 20 female attorneys in providing pro bono legal representation and one-on-one mentoring to address legal issues that destabilize the lives of mothers and their children.

Dr. Celia Williamson was the recipient of the Community Advocacy Award. She is professor and chair of the social work department at the University of Toledo and executive director of the Human Trafficking and Social Justice Institute. She founded the first anti-trafficking program in Ohio in 1993, the Lucas County Human Trafficking Coalition and the annual International Human Trafficking and Social Justice Conference in Toledo. Under Dr. Williamson’s leadership, since 2000, the University of Toledo has provided research on human trafficking that is used across the country and throughout the world.

R. Michael Frank, Esq. was presented the Distinguished Service Award. As the founding executive director of ABLE in the 1970s, Michael led the firm in achieving groundbreaking advances in assuring the civil rights of women, minorities and low-income Americans. After leaving ABLE, Frank continued to engage in community service and represented clients in civil rights litigation for another 35 years until his recent retirement.
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Linda cared for her granddaughter, Cheyenne, because both parents were actively addicted to opiates. Cheyenne developed cancer at age 2. As she recovered from surgery, her father began coming to the hospital high, threatening to remove Cheyenne. The hospital staff referred Linda to the MLPC. ABLE attorneys filed legal papers, and the court awarded Linda legal custody. Cheyenne’s health is improving; while Linda hopes for reunification, Cheyenne is safe with her grandmother.
The Development Advisory Council assists the development staff in securing individual and corporate gifts, sponsorships, and trusts and bequests to sustain our programs. The committee, comprised of professional, legal, business, academic, and philanthropic leaders, also work to ensure that ABLE and LAWO maintain their strong presence in the greater Toledo area. We appreciate their dedication to advancing our missions.
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Please accept our gratitude for donations to the 2018 Campaign for Equal Justice. The campaign total is comprised of contributions from the legal community and area donors, and revenue from the Access to Justice Awards Celebration! and Justice on Tap! Your financial support allows us to continue providing civil legal help to people in need.
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Surdyk, Dowd and Turner

Bronze $1,250+
Khadijah H. Ali
Dungan & LeFevre
Gottschlich & Portune, LLP
Henny Penny Corporation
Scott A. King
Kathryn A. Lamme
Gary J. Leppla
Montgomery County Board of Commissioners
Terry W. Posey
Lynn M. Reynolds
Rogers & Greenberg LLP
Sebaly Shillito + Dyer
University of Dayton School of Law
Ann Charles Watts

Copper $1,000+
Wray & Elizabeth Blattner
Larry Yee Chan
Greater Dayton Regional Transit Authority
Green & Green Lawyers
Dr. Daniel Hood
Merrill Lynch
Karla Garrett Harshaw
Horenstein, Nicholson & Blumenthal, LPA
Pickrel, Schaeffer & Ebeling Co. LPA
Porter Wright Morris & Arthur LLP
Taft Stettinius & Hollister
Juanita Wehrle-Einhorn
Merle F. Wilberding

$500+
Michael A. Baer
James E. Beyer
Jeffrey T. Cox
Dayton Heidelberg Distributing Co.
John Ferneding Insurance
Hon. Patrick J. Foley
Kimberly Gambrel
Greene County Bar Association
Christine M. Haaker
Zachary S. Heck
D. Jeffrey Ireland
KeyBank
David E. Larson
Hon. William W. MacMillan
Mary Jo Martin
Mike Mobley Reporting
Montgomery County Public Defender’s Office
David A. & Share嫩 Neuhardt
Joseph C. Oehlers
Ohio Access to Justice Foundation
Richard P. Perna
Matthew J. Scarr
Edward L. Shank
Susan D. Solle
Paul H. Spaeth
Ellen M. Stafford
Subashi & Wildermuth
Christopher & Deborah Walker
David K. Wehner
Mary F. Whiting

$200+
Debra Armanini
Gordon D. Arnold
Jenna L. Beck
Susan Blasik-Miller
& Magistrate Arvin Miller
Amy S. Boland
Byron K. Bonar
Roger Bora
Diane B. Brunn
Richard F. Carlile
Frank P. Catanzariti
City of Dayton Police
Department
Brooks A. Compton
Susan C. Cornett
Shannon L. Costello
Steven J. Davis
Catherine A. Dempsey
Daryl R. Double
Joan Drake & James G. Durham
Steve J. & Jennifer N. Elleman
Terence L. Fague
Darryl Fairchild
Martin A. Foos
Stephen V. Freeze
Neil F. Freund
Daniel J. Gentry
Hon. Barbara Gorman
Gary W. Gottschlich
Heather L. Hall
John C. Halpin
Cori R. Haper
Shellie Harvey
Jonathan Hawkins
Richard E. Helm, III
J. Stephen Herbert
J. Michael Herr
Stanley A. Hirtle
Gregory Hopkins
Hon. Mary K. Huffman
Donald Gentleson
Allan M. Jones
Russ M. Joseph
Anne P. Keeton
Dr. Scott K. Kellogg, D.O., J.D.
& Linda J. Griffith, M.D.
Shelly R. Kendrick
Marjorie A. Kuhns
Kermit F. Lowery
Dianne F. Marx
Michael S. Mayer
Sean McCormick
William J. McGraw, III
Meadowlark Enterprises, Inc.
Kevin C. Mulder
Natasha L. Newberry
Jane P. Novick
Jim & Marge O’Neil
Rebeccah C. Raines
Timothy G. Rice
Hon. Bonnie B. Rice
William H. Seall
Karen M. Sherlock
Ralph A. Skilken, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Stahler
Mark E. Stone
Brian Tracy
Louis E. Tracy
Waite, Tomb & Eberly LLP
Hon. Jeffrey Welbaum
Thomas P. Whelley, II
Marie (Penny) Wolff
Up to $199
Ahmadiyya Muslim Community
Stephen J. Axtell
Dave Ballai
Kathleen A. Batliner
Janice I. Beers
Neil M. Berman
Robert M. Blue
Elaine M. Bonner
Glenn L. Bower
Margaret Bowers
Susan R. Bridgman
James Brookshire
Donald & Melinda Burton
James D. Butler
Christopher W. Carrigg
Mary Beth Caudill
Zachary J. Cloutier
Nikoleta Cook
Christopher F. Cowan
Clark C. Crum
Angela C. Daniele
Erin R. Davis
Michael E. Deffet
David Denka
Martina M. Dillon
Edward (Ned) Dowd
Phillip C. Dreety
Hon. Frederick W. Dressel
Barbara A. Duncombe
Lauren K. Epperley
Gregory M. Ewers
Victoria A. Fox
Carla M. Frame
Hon. Jeffrey E. Froelich
Jennifer R. Grewe
Jonas J. Gruenberg
Janet E. Hales
Donald L. Hayashi
Andrea M. Hirtle
Victoria K. Hollingsworth
Christopher C. Hollon
Nathan E. Holmes
Nathan C. Hunt
Ellis Jacobs
Jackson Lewis PC
J. Steven Justice
Tabitha D. Justice
Alan M. Kappers
James W. Kelleher
John K. Kendall
Jamar King
Leo F. Krebs
Marshall G. Lachman
Mary E. Lentz
Commissioner Deborah Lieberman
Theodore D. Lienesch
Karen Lindsay
Jennifer Maffett-Nickelman
Theodore Majka, Ph.D.
Hon. Alice O. McCollum
Stephen M. McHugh
Jeffrey C. Metzcar
John R. Mohr
Mark W. Napier
Jack L. Neuenschwander
Michael J. Newman
Jennifer Otchy
Upendra Patel
Andria Perkins
Melissa Pfahler
David P. Pierce
Terry W. Posey, Sr.
Colleen P. Rasnack
Carolyn Rice
Wilma & Richard Righter
Marybeth Rutledge
Jessica Salisbury-Copper
Erin E. Scanlon
Kelly M. Schroeder
Sharon Sherlock
Micah M. Siegal
Richard Skelton
Jill and Michael Spurlin
Lu Ann Stanley
Nicholas E. Subashi
Richard A. Talda
Valerie M. Talkers
Gretchen M. Treherne
John H. Utsinger, Jr.
Ethel Washington-Harris
Gary J. Weston
Ashley A. Weyenberg
Brian L. Wildermuth
Noreen J. Willhelm
Sarah G. Worley

Up to $75
Kelli A. Bartlett
Shawn M. Blatt
Shannon K. Bockelman
Arlenda L. Boruchowitz
Chanda Brown
Hon. William A. Clark
College Hill Community Church
Christopher R. Conard
Ana P. Crawford
Jennifer Cunningham-Minnick
Matthew Currie
Rachel Eve Davis
Mike Dewey
Brandon Dobyns
Karen T. Dunlevey
Mark C. Engling
Paula Ewers
Gary L. Froelich
Cindy Fry
Angela Gatto
Mary Sue Gmeiner
Paul Gruner
Jennifer H. Harrison
Frederick B. Hatton
Richard F. Heil
Kelly A. Henrici
Walter Chip Herin
Lisa A. Hesse
Ralph E. Heyman
Vivienne Himmell
Jon D. Holt
Victoria Hubbard
Angelina N. Jackson
Elizabeth M. Jackson
Gary & Jeanne Johns
Nancy E. Jones
Melissa D. Jones
Michael Jurek

Kathleen Kersh
Amber K. Knouff
Anthony E. Kohler
Bradley Krzyston
Justine Z. Larsen
Erin M. Laurito
Debra A. Lavey
Lanesa Layne
Lisa Leis
Angela Lloyd
Kay M. Locke
Joshua R. Lounsby
Bryan J. Mahoney
Carla M. Maragano
Mary C. Mathews
Tim McCormick
Lisa Mcintosh
Alysa Medina
Christopher I. Meyer
Nicole A. Mitchell
Tino M. Monaldo
John E. Moore
Callum Morris
Renee Murphy
Sarvani P. Nicolosi
Timothy N. O’Connell
Marla A. Otero
Rachel M. Pappenfus
Trisha R. Pike
Janet M. Place
Robert E. Portune
Ann M. Pulford
Kevin C. Quinlan
Jackie Radebaugh
Jessica Ramos
Erin E. Rhinehart
Michael D. Rice
Linda & Jim Roepken
Jasmine M. Rogers
Kristina R. Roush
Susan Rudd
Kimberly Sanders-Wllis
Caryn Schockling
Lynette Searcy
Rachel D. Siekman
Robert N. Snyder
Shawna M. Sorrell
Molly Stitsinger
Suzanne Sumner
Terry Tall
Robyn Traywick
United Way of Clark and Champaign Counties
Karim VanZant
Katrina L. Wahl
Joseph Warden
Andrew J. Weber
Zachary B. White
Cara J. Williams
William F. Williams
Stephanie Winquist

In-Kind
Choice Hotels
Cleary Creative Photography
DH Productions
Ed Smith Flowers & Gifts Communications
Oregon Printing
Shumsky

Tributes
Dave Ballair in honor of Lynn Reynolds
James E. Beyer in honor of Dinsmore & Shohl, Dayton Office
Mary Beth Caudill in memory of Elizabeth E. Gorman
Victoria Hubbard in honor of Khadijah Ali
David Larson in honor of The Montgomery County Public Defender’s Office
Jane Novick in honor of Kelly Henrici
Susan Rudd in memory of Gordon Rudd

Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, Inc.
Legal Aid of Western Ohio, Inc.®
Five Individuals were honored at the 2018 Access to Justice Awards Celebration that was held at Sinclair Community College on November 1. Two LAWO senior attorneys received the Denis L. Murphy Award from the Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation, a major funder for legal aid. Three honorees were recognized by ABLE, LAWO and the GDVLP.

Pamela Hayman-Weaner, a recipient of the Denis L. Murphy Award helped establish the Family Justice Center of Northwest Ohio, the first rural model in the United States. It was funded through the Presidential Family Justice Center Initiative, United States Department of Justice.

Gary Weston received the Denis L. Murphy Award for his longtime dedication to legal aid. He was executive Director of the Legal Aid Society of Dayton, the predecessor of ABLE and LAWO, and assisted in establishing the GDVLP. He advanced numerous initiatives to help seniors and other clients.

Khadijah Ali received the Patricia Rousseau Community Advocacy Award from LAWO, ABLE and the GDVLP. Khadijah is co-founder and program director of Circle of VisionKeepers, a nonprofit ex-offender recovery and re-entry program. She is secretary of the LAWO and ABLE Boards of Trustees, president of the President’s Club and two-term president of the Exchange Club.

Rebuilding Together Dayton, an organization that ensures that seniors stay safe in their homes, received the Community Impact Award. Amy Radachi is president, CEO and founder of the organization that provides repairs and safety measures and secures legal assistance for clients in need.

D.K. Rudy Wehner was honored with the Lloyd H. O’Hara Public Interest Law Award. Rudy retired as the Montgomery County Public Defender. He was an advocate for bail reform to prevent low-income people from being kept in jail because they cannot afford to pay bail for their release.

The Distinguished Service Award was presented to Susan Bridgman, General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer for Field Aerospace. She is the GDVLP’s past president and now president emeritus who developed its Consumer Debt Collection Defense Clinic. She was co-chair of the 50th Anniversary Fairness and Justice Campaign that raised $1.3 million to support ABLE and LAWO. She also serves on the firms’ boards.

2018 Access To Justice Awards Honorees
With charitable contributions from compassionate donors, ABLE provides legal assistance to low-income immigrants and refugees protecting their rights under United States law. With that assistance, many can thrive in communities where they feel safe and have an opportunity to lead productive lives. Thanks to everyone who has donated to this program.

Uriah Anderson
Anonymous
Betty Anzaldua
E. Armagost
Jenny Asmar
Wendy Aviña
Philip & Joyce
Balderston
Elsa Barboza
Adelina Barrera
John Blaser
Rory Boyle
Raquel Bravo
Sherry Brownell
Lynn Buffington
Maria Contreras
Michelle Coutcher
Barbara Cruz
Gabrielle Davis
Martha Delgado
S.C. Doran
Roberta Durham
El Corazon de Mexico Dance Group
Andrew Fallat
Ian Ferguson
Hazel Foley
Anita Martinez-Folger
Brittany Ford
Greathouse Partners LLC
Maria Gonzalez
Abigail Haake
Terence Hayes
Julie Brotje Higgins
Pam & Paul
Hollenbeck
House of Dow
Kelly Johnson
Aleiah Jones
Michael Kersh
Ahmadur Khandakar
Peter Kil Kelly
Anthony Kukwa
La Conexion de Wood County, Inc.
Mark & Sandra Luetke
Guisselle McDonald
Sara Meinecke
Gina Mercurio
Vicky Momenee
Theresa Morris
Amy Natyshak
Thea Olmstead
Owens Illinois Fund of the Charities Foundation
Luz Ozuna
Mirta Parodi
Kendy Phillips
Gloria Pizana
Michael Pucke
Norma Ramos-Prater
Molly Reed
Linda Reynolds
Charles Ritter
Daniel Rodriguez
Maria Royuela-Torres
Lourdes Santiago
Keara Schreiber
Anita Sanchez-Serda
Sabina Serratos
Susan Shelangoskie
Michele Soliz
Sarah Stafford
Bryan Stewart
The First Unitarian Church of Toledo, Ohio
Daniel Thomas
Joel Thomas
Kyle Tromley
Phung Vo
A.J. Wagner
Marshall Weil
Maria Winter
Patricia A. Wise
Barbara Yeager
Yolanda Zepeda

Landlord Forced To Pay Tenant After Disposing Of Family's Belongings

When banks foreclose on landlords’ rental properties, they are required to notify their tenants who are at risk of becoming homeless. ABLE represented *Kelly who was renting a home for herself and her children when the owner went into foreclosure. The bank failed to give her notice of the foreclosure and possible loss of housing as required by law. The notification provides tenants the opportunity to negotiate to stay in their home or find other housing. Without any notice, the bank completed the foreclosure and disposed of the family’s furniture, clothing, toys, and other belongings. ABLE filed suit on Kelly’s behalf and reached a settlement. As a result, the bank will cover the value of Kelly’s belongings, as well as the legal deposition costs.

*The names of clients have been changed to protect their privacy.
LAWO and ABLE depend on the support of volunteer attorneys to expand services to people in need.

A total of 368 volunteer attorneys provided more than 6,382 hours of pro bono legal assistance in 2018 through LAWO’s Pro Bono Legal Services Program, ABLE, and the Greater Dayton Volunteer Lawyers Project. LAWO also supports the Toledo Bar Association’s Pro Bono Legal Services Program.

If you would like to provide your legal assistance, please contact the Private Attorney Involvement Program by visiting probono.lawolaw.org or call (419) 930-2479.

LAWO, ABLE, & GDVLPS’s 2018 Pro Bono Partners

Leslie Adkins
Deborah A. Adler
William Alexander
Airhart
Charles F. Allbery, III
Lisa Ann Amend
Rebecca Appenzeller
Adam C. Armstrong
Adam J. Arnold
Lori Arzt
Jennifer Babak
Thomas Bagott
Hannah Barnhorn
Kathleen A. Batliner
Patti Baumgartner- Novak
Phillip L. Beard
Martin A. Beyer
Amy R. Blair
Shannon Bockelman
Michael R. Booher
Robert A. Brenner
Matthew Brodof
Jennifer L. Brogan
Branford Brown
Matthew G. Bruce
Jennifer Brumby
Ryan Brunk
Diane B. Brunn
Cheri A. Budzynski
Ronald L. Burdge
Stephanie Burns
Nicole M. Busey
James L. Butler, Jr.
John R. Butz
John C. Califf
James L. Caplinger
Janea Carter
Julius Carter
James Childress
Elizabeth M. Chinault
Jennifer Ciszewski
John M. Cloud
Kristina M. Coen
Alicia Coleman
Brooks A. Compton
Kevin J. Conner
Misty Connors
Misty M. Connors
W. Michael Conway
Scott Coon
Janet K. Cooper
Susan Cornett
Christopher F. Cowan
Georgia Cox
Ana Elise Perez
Crawford
Matthew T. Crawford
Thomas P. Croskey
F. Ann Crossman
Larry G. Crowell
Kristina Curry
Angie Daniele
Lauren Davenport
Mark E. G. Davis
Steven J. Davis
Matt Dearden
Wilmer J. Dechant
Lindsey K. Deck
Joyce M. Deitering
Jennifer Delaplane
Kent Depoorter
Matthew D. DiCicco
Martina Dillon
Daryl R. Double
Jerome Riley Doute
Trisha M. Duff
Patrick Dunphy
Aaron G. Durden
David M. Duwel
Michael R. Eckhart
Nicholas Endsley
Lawrence English
Katherine L. Epling
Lauren Epperley
Matt Erkkinen
Lorena Esparza
Rebecca Lynn Fahim
Lee C. Falke
Veronica Annel Fasciana
Jonathan E. Faulkner
Robert S. Fay
John Michael Felter
Jason Nathanial
Flower
Scott Forsman
Vincent Fouk
Anne M. Frayne
Bruce Comly French
Keith A. Fricker
David Friedman
Patricia J. Friesinger
Phillip R. Garbig
Joanna L. Garcia
Rebecca Gentry
Jennifer S. Getty
Gary Gottschlich
Jennifer R. Grewe
Gerald E. Gunnoe
Nicole Hadley
Philip Evans
Haffenden
Tom Hahn
Paul David Hancock
Chad D. Hansen
Sean H. Harmon
James H. Hart
Chistopher J. Hartman
Jonathan S. Hawkins
Summer D. Hawks
Heath H. Hegemann
James K. Hemenway
Lawrence W. Henke, III
Kelly A. Henrici
Curtis Anthony Henschen
Lisa A. Hesse
Ralph E. Heyman
John P. Hilgeman
David Hollingsworth
John Christopher Huffman
Kathleen M. Hughes
Jonathan F. Hung
Nathan C. Hunt
Tonya Jo Hunter
Dustin R. Hurley
Ryan K. Hymore
Thomas J. Intili
Francisco A. Irizarry
Anne M. Izi
David S. Jablinski
James L. Jacobson
Mandy A. Jamison
Katherine Jones
John Juergens
Steven C. Katchman
John F. Kennel
Andrew Kimble
Scott A. King
John Alexander
Kissh, Jr.
Thomas A. Knoth
Russel Knowles
Anthony E. Kohler
Julia Kolber
Julia C Kolber
Channing Kordik
Patricia Ann Kovacs
Kenneth J. Krochmal
Katie Kuntz
Barbara A. Lahnmann
Alex Laine
Judy LaMusga
David E. Larson
David L. Layman
Mary E. Lentz
Stephanie Lewis-White
Joshua A. Liles
Robert E Long, III
Jose M. Lopez
Justin M. Lopez
Aaron Daniel Lowe
Kermit F. Lowery
Roger Luring
Legal interns and volunteers play an important role at LAW and ABLE providing civil legal assistance and support in all areas of advocacy. All volunteers benefit from hands-on experiences and training, as well as professional support and feedback.

**Legal Interns**

- **Michigan State University College of Law**
  - Kelsey E. Reiner
- **University of Dayton School of Law**
  - Ebony D. Davenport
  - Michael D. Richardson
- **University of Toledo College of Law**
  - Victor Aberdeen, Jr.
  - Ariel M. Berger
  - Samantha Blochowski
  - Emina Causevic
  - Paul DeCorte
  - Mary E. Hawes
  - Hassanayn Joseph
  - Lorrie J. Rendle
  - Cam R. Stanley

- **University of Iowa College of Law**
  - Raghu Bhardwaj
- **Ohio Northern University Claude W. Pettit College of Law**
  - Adam Hans Andrae
  - Susan D. Johnson
  - Ifeoma A. Ofuani
  - Jessica Simon
- **Tulane University Law School**
  - Abby McBride

**Legal Volunteers**

- **Bowling Green State University**
  - Jacob Ritts
- **University of Michigan**
  - Elizabeth Hudson
- **Wright State University**
  - Stephanie Patino-Garﬁas

**Administrative Volunteers**

- Marie Blake
- Larry DeHoff
- Deanna Krokos
- Scott Montgomery
- Summer K. Smith
- Madeline Sterling
- Sara Yaklin

Legal interns and volunteers play an important role at LAW and ABLE providing civil legal assistance and support in all areas of advocacy. All volunteers benefit from hands-on experiences and training, as well as professional support and feedback.

**Area Office on Aging of Northwestern Ohio, Inc.**

Legal assistance to senior citizens in 10 counties of LAW and ABLE’s service area. Also supports ABLE’s Regional Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program.

**Ohio Attorney General’s Office**

Victims of Crime Act funding to provide legal services to seniors and domestic violence survivors.

**Ohio Legal Assistance Foundation**

Support for ABLE and LAW area-wide services, the ABLE Agricultural Worker and Immigrant Rights Practice Group, advocacy for children and veterans, and other projects.

**PNC Foundation**

Support for foreclosure work in Dayton.
ABLE Funding Sources — 2018

Anderson Foundation
Support for the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Board of Lucas County Commissioners
Support for immigration services.

Borealis Philanthropy
Support for immigration services

City of Columbus
Support for immigration services

City of Dayton
Support for immigration services.

Clement O. Miniger Foundation
Support for the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Consulate of Mexico—Indianapolis
Legal assistance to Mexican nationals referred by the Consulate.

Dayton Children’s Hospital
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Dayton Foundation
Support for a Fellow in the Dayton area office.

Dayton Legal Heritage Foundation
Support for the Education Advocacy Project and the 50th Anniversary Campaign.

Five Rivers Health Centers
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children

France Stone Foundation
Support for the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Frank M. Tait Foundation
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Hill-Snowden Foundation
Support for immigration services.

Iddings Foundation
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

LUCAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND RECOVERY SERVICES BOARD
Advocacy on behalf of consumers within the mental health system

Mathile Family Foundation
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children

Neo Philanthropy
Support for immigration services.

Mathile Family Foundation
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Ohio Attorney General’s Office
Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) funding to provide services to crime victims residing in nursing homes in northwest Ohio.

Ohio Department of Aging
Support for the MyCare Ohio and State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs.

Physicians Charitable Trust
Support for the Dayton Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Ohio Attorney General’s Office
Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) funding to provide services to crime victims residing in nursing homes in northwest Ohio.

ProMedica Toledo Children’s Hospital Foundation
Support of the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Skadden Fellowship Foundation
Support for an Attorney Fellow working in the area of immigration services.

The Stranahan Foundation
Support of the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children.

Supreme Court of Ohio
Support for immigration services.

United Way of Greater Toledo
Support of the Toledo Medical-Legal Partnership for Children and for immigration services.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - US Together
Support for immigrants who are survivors of torture.

U.S. Department of Labor - Toledo Goodwill
Support for the adult re-entry program.

Vera Institute of Justice
Support for immigration services.
LAWO Funding Sources — 2018

**Miami County Department of Job and Family Services**
Support for legal assistance to residents eligible for county assistance.

**Montgomery County Human Services Levy**
Support for legal assistance to those who are elderly, need help with employment stability, and need protection from domestic violence.

**Ohio State Bar Foundation**
Funding for the Plan Ahead and Protect Yourself Series for Seniors.

**Sandusky Municipal Court**
Support for legal assistance to Sandusky residents.

**Springfield Foundation**
Support for legal services to residents of Clark County.

**Toledo Community Foundation**
General operating support and support for the Strategic Alliance Partnership.

**U.S. Department of Justice**
Legal Assistance for Victims, a project to provide legal assistance to domestic violence survivors.

**United Way of Defiance County**
Legal assistance to low-income residents of Defiance County.

**United Way of Fulton County**
Legal assistance to low-income residents of Fulton County.

**United Way of the Greater Dayton Area**
Legal assistance to low-income residents of Montgomery, Greene, and Preble counties.

**United Way of Greater Toledo**
Legal assistance to low-income residents of Lucas, Wood, and Ottawa counties.

**United Way of Williams County**
Legal assistance to low-income residents of Williams County.

**Area Agency on Aging, PSA2**
Legal assistance for seniors in Champaign, Clark, Darke, Greene, Logan, Miami, Montgomery, Preble, and Shelby Counties.

**Area Agency on Aging, PSA3**
Legal assistance to senior citizens in Allen, Auglaize, Hancock, Hardin, Putnam, Mercer, and Van Wert counties.

**Area Agency on Aging, PSA 5**
Legal assistance to seniors in Ashland, Crawford, Huron, Richland, Seneca, and Wyandot counties.

**City of Toledo, Department of Neighborhoods**
Federal Community Development Block Grant funds supporting legal assistance in housing matters for low-income City of Toledo residents.

**City of Toledo, Department of Law — Toledo Municipal Court**
Support for legal assistance to Toledo residents.

**Findlay-Hancock County Bar Association**
Support for the LAWO Findlay office and for legal assistance to residents of Findlay and Hancock County.

**Internal Revenue Service**
Funding for the Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic (LPTC) to assist people with controversies on federal income tax matters.

**Legal Services Corporation**
Support of LAWO area-wide services and support for technology projects.

**Lucas County Department of Job and Family Services**
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and Title XX funding for legal assistance to low-income individuals and families.
Together,
We Do The Community Justice